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1. **WORKSHOP: CRAFTING YOUR CAREER WITH INTENTION**
   12:00-1:00PM | Emory Alumni Association

2. **FEMINIST COMICS, MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY, AND THE ARAB SPRING**
   1:00 PM | MSC - E208 | Department of Anthropology, Hightower Speaker Fund, Department of Film and Media, Religion, Center for the Study of Human Health, Middle Eastern and South Asian Studies, Sociology, and Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies

3. **SPEAKER EVENT WITH MAGDALENA CASTRO, CPA**
   6:00PM | The Women's Network: Emory

4. **WORKSHOP: MANAGING THROUGH THE WAR FOR TALENT**
   12:00 PM | Emory Alumni Association

5. **HARRIET TUBMAN HIKE**
   5:30 PM | Sweetwater Creek State Park | Center for Women at Emory

6. **A WORKSHOP ON VULNERABILITY THEORY, THE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP & THE STATE (DAY 1)**
   11:00 AM | The Vulnerability and the Human Condition Initiative

7. **SELFHOOD/NATIONHOOD: A PORTRAIT IN POETRY WITH GUEST POET MARILYN CHEN**
   3:00PM | Emory Rose Library and the Hightower Speaker Fund

8. **A WORKSHOP ON VULNERABILITY THEORY, THE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP & THE STATE (DAY 2)**
   11:00 AM | The Vulnerability and the Human Condition Initiative

16. **WOMEN'S CLIMB NIGHT**
    6:30 - 8:30 PM | WPEC Climbing Wall | Emory University Athletics & Recreation

17. **BLACK GIRLS FILM CAMP SCREENING**
    7:00 - 9:00 PM | White Hall | Center for Women at Emory

18. **2022 WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH KEYNOTE: HABEN GIRMA: THE DEAFBLIND WOMAN THAT CONQUERED HARVARD LAW**
    12:00-1:30 PM | Virtual | Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

19. **WOMEN IN THE WILDERNESS: FULL MOON NIGHT HIKE, ARABIA MOUNTAIN**
    6:30 - 10:00 PM | Emory University Athletics & Recreation

20. **PAINT BY NUMBERS NIGHT**
    5:00 - 7:00 PM | ESC Commons Dooley | After Dark, Emory Recreation & Wellness, Emory Student Center

21. **THE MERIAN ENSEMBLE: WORKS BY WOMEN 2022 - VOYAGES HOME**
    8:00PM | Schwartz Center: Emerson Concert Hall | Emory Arts, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra

22. **GRADUATING WOMEN OF EXCELLENCE PINNING**
    6:00PM | Center for Women at Emory | Nomination required

23. **TEDxEMORY 2022: EXIGENT**
    10:00 AM | Center for Women at Emory | TEDxEmory

24. **PRIDE AWARDS & LAVENDER GRADUATION**
    7:00PM | The Hatchery at Emory Point | Office of LGBT Life

Events subject to change. Please contact the sponsoring department for more details and the most up-to-date information.